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The appearanc巴ofthe tunabledye laser has made a considerable progress in th邑high

resolution optical spectroscopy. Th巴 fruitfulapplications of the dye laser to the 

sp日ctroscopicstudy 0ηunstable mol巴cul日shave been well known. [1] 

Som色 experimentalstudi己susing the tunablεdye I丘S0!"hav巴b日enmade 011 unstable 

molecules in our laboratory for a few years. Experim世出品1lnethods and preliminary 

results obtained 80 far司 aredεscribed briefly in thi8 articl巴

Las世E 君xdtation

The excitation spectrum gives important inform乳tionon the electronic excited state of 

molecules. The apparatus for the laser excitation spectrum measurement is 

shown in Fig. 1 schematically. The exciting source is a laser (Spectra Physics， 

Model 380A) which is optically pumped an Aド laser(Spectra Model The 

wavenumber of the laser is scanned in 200 l¥lU-h; sweεping the eiectric 

field to the piezoelectricalεlement attachecl to an etalon 'Nithin the Iaser 

The single mode scanning is available in the wavelength range of 570 nm to 620 nm 

with use of Rhodamine 6G as the dye. The output powεr of the laser is 380 m羽7

maximum at 580 nm in the single mode when <4 Watts output frol11 

the Ar+ laser in the aJHine mode. The wavεnum.ber calibration is made by the 

iodine spectrallines which ha¥iアebeen precisely known. [2] The precision in the wavenumber 

determination for the excitation spectrum is about 士 0.02cm- 1 • The laser mode is 

monitored means of a spectrum analyzer which consists of a piezoelectrically driven 

interferomεtεr (confocal 匂 FSR=O.75GHz) and a ramp generator. The 

f!uorescencεcel1 is rnade of a glass tube of 35mm in outεr diameter and 600mm 

sealed with a pyrex-glass Brewster-angle wir吋OVliア ateach end. A 2450 MHz microwave 

cavity is placed upstream of the celL The products and the reactant 

are mixed at the entrance to th色 celland pum ped 0日tcontinuously from tI1e cεII by a 

mechanical bouster pump folluwed by a rotary pUlnp. For the detεction of the f1uorecence 
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a i8 placed the wall of th合 celLThe scattered la8er 

light is reduced baffles inside the ceH 3nQ is blocked by filters in front 

。fthe The laser beam is chopped at 390 Hz and the 

from the photomultiplier is detected a lock-in amplifier (NF， LI-570)。

As an example of the excii:ation spectmm，λ2Aに←支 vibronictransition 

of HSO radical is shown in Fig， 2， For the generation of the HSO radical， the 

reaction system was used ; 

C2H5SH -+ '02 (r¥!IW discharge)。

(30m Torr) (100m Torr) 

The details of this spectrum will be elsewhere園
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Fig， L Schematic of εxperimentai appιratus foょ liasel~

巴xdtationspectra 
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Fig. 2. An example of the exc・itationsp巴ctrum.Th巴λ2A' (004) 

←文2A" (000) vibronic trasition of HSO is shown in the lower 

trace. Th日 uppertrace is the iodine Spεctrum r巴cordeclfor 

lh日 wav巴numbercalibratiol1. 

Lasel' indu官官dfhuJlirescenc"~ spectn)SCOjJY 

Information on the energy levels of the Iower electronic state can be obtain吋

fluorescence folIowing the excitation of individual rotational levels of selected 

vibronic states. [3J 1n Fig. 3 the experimental arral1gement is showl1. The fluoresc巴nceis 

with a Nikon EcheHe grating monochromaψtor and is detected a 

photonmltiplier followed a counting system. 1n 1( the 

fluorescence spectrum of HCF recorded folloyving the selective excitation of the 725 

rutational level of the Al vibronic state is shown. 1n addition to r色sonance

fluorescence lines司 collision-induced linθs are observεd. For th合 generationof the HCF 

the r己actionsvstem was 

CH3Cl十 CF4

(15 mTor叫 1290

At present tim合 the

elsが γhere<

mcasurement of this radical is in progress. 1'11と result~.，もvill bc 
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PCS: Photon countlng 
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0: Dove's prlsm 

Fig. 3. The experimental arrangement for analyzing the laser 

induced fluorescence. 
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Fig.4. The fluorescence spectrum of HCF terminating on the 

会A'(010) level， observed following the selective excitation 

to the 725 level of the Al A"(OOO). 
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Opto-galvanic spedroscopy 

An opto-galvanic effect has been utilized in ator討cspectroscopy using the cw 

tunable dye laser. [4J As the application to molecular spectroscopy there is a work made 

by Suzuki et al who observed and analyzed the transition between the Rydberg levels of N 2 

[5J In the aim of obtaining the spectra of unstablεmolecules and molecular ion， we 

started the experiment of the opto-galvanic effect. As preliminary stage of this 

回一

C~ o.! μF 
Fig. 5. Th邑 experimentalarrangem日ntused for the opto 

g日Ivanicm巴asurem巴m

Fig. 6. Opto-g呂lvanicspectrum of (upper trac巴)ー
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we could obseTVe the spectra of Ar， Ne and N2・ InFig， 5 the experimental 

arrangement is shown and in 6 the spectrum of N 2 1S 

made of Pyrex tube of lOmm outer diameter and two 

v"hkh fonu elεdrodes. 

Thermal !ens effed 

The discharge cell is 

of T -type valve fitting 

The highly vibrational levels oI the ground electronic state have attracted much 

attention as one of the applications of the tunabie laser to spectroscopic The 

Fig. 7. Exp巴rirllentalsetup us日dIor the then:nal lens effeci 

rr孟easure町lent.

utilyzing thermal lens effect and 

arεavai1able to observe the transitions these 

levels. As the fIrst step of the on the vibrational 

leveI， vve observed thεthermal lens effect of benze-

ne which conesponds to the ab呂田口tionof the sixth harmo-

nics of the CH mode， 1n Fig. 7 and 8， the 

apparatus and the spectruffl are respec 

In ordet to the hi凶11yvibrational state of 

gaseous statewe are cell. 

Fig. 8. Absorption spectrum of 
benzene-h5obtaln巴dby 
means of thermal lens 
technique 
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